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Abstract

We argue that enhanced play may have contributed to the emergence of complex language systems in modern human (Homo sapiens). To support this idea, we first discuss evidence for an expansion of playing behavior connected to the extended childhood of modern human children, and the potential of this period for the transmission of complex cultural traits, including language. We then link two of the most important functions of play — exploration and innovation — to the potential for cumulative cultural evolution in general, and for emergence of complex language in particular. If correct, the shorter childhood of Neanderthals — involving restrictions on time to experiment and innovate — may have restricted their language (and other symbolic) system/s. Consequently, fully investigating the role play may have had in the transmission of language and the development of symbolic cultures in both modern humans and Neanderthals provides a new avenue of research for Palaeolithic archaeology and related disciplines.
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1 Introduction

Language is intimately linked to both cognition and culture. Complex languages are necessary to convey sophisticated meanings and for coordinating the rich social and cultural behaviors characteristic of humans today. By complex languages we mean representational and communicative systems endowed with all the features described by linguists for most present-day natural languages, particularly, the use of symbols for expressing concepts and the capacity to arrange symbols into elaborated compositional structures, which are mostly hierarchical and recursive, allowing users to convey a wide range of decontextualized meanings. These systems can be mastered by modern humans (*Homo sapiens*) because we are endowed with a species-specific cognitive faculty (commonly called *faculty of language* or *language-readiness*), but also because of the way in which we are reared and socialized. Thus, the complexity of modern languages rests on both cognitive and cultural factors so that, under certain socio-cultural circumstances (e.g., those underlying the creation of pidgins) or in cases of cognitive impairment (e.g., Down syndrome or some variants of Autism Spectrum Disorder), languages spoken by modern humans can be less complex.

Language does not fossilize. Our understanding of prehistoric languages therefore rests on three kinds of indirect evidence; (1) historical linguistics, (2) paleoanthropological remains, and (3) archaeological remains. In the first case, reconstruction of distant prehistoric languages is hindered by the existence of pervasive borrowing resulting from language contact, which erases most signals of shared ancestry beyond a fairly limited time frame. In the second case, while we may have remains of anatomical components that underpin the faculty of language, such as brain endocasts and speech-related structures, their connection with specific features of languages (like phonology or morphology) is tenuous. And in the third case, inferences about cognitive capacity for language drawn from repertoires of symbolic material culture and complex technologies are problematic. As a consequence, all lines of evidence are limited in their ability to inform us about what types of languages were spoken by the earliest hominin communities throughout Eurasia.
The most intense debate surrounding language abilities in deep history concerns the Neanderthal/modern human divide, not the least because these are the two species for which the most abundant paleogenetic, paleoanthropological, and archaeological evidence is available, but also because Neanderthals are the closest hominin species to ourselves. We now have a good understanding of the genetic and physiological differences between Neanderthals and modern humans.\textsuperscript{8-9} Furthermore, we have well-supported views of the distinctive cognitive and behavioral features of Neanderthals, including aspects of their culture.\textsuperscript{10} Still, different hypotheses exist regarding the linguistic abilities of Neanderthals and the emergence of modern languages of the kind typically found in present-day peoples. It is well beyond the scope of this paper to summarize this debate in detail (but see \textsuperscript{11-15}). Instead, our aim here is to add a new piece to this complex puzzle, namely, to explore whether traceable differences in childhood playing behavior in late Pleistocene Neanderthal and modern human children may offer further insights into the character of the languages spoken by these two species.

2 Self-Domestication and Complex Language Systems

Speaking complex languages requires both having a language-ready brain and living in an appropriate cultural environment. Some of the genes selected in modern humans control skull/brain globularization, which may have facilitated the emergence of our apparently species-specific mode of thinking, and particularly, our language-readiness. As discussed in detail by Boeckx and Benítez-Burraco\textsuperscript{16}, our skull/brain exhibits a more rounded shape compared to extinct hominins. Because a different brain shape entails a different brain configuration, our brain globularization can be hypothesized to have resulted in a rewiring that improved the connections between sub-cortical and cortical structures, habilitating the neuronal workspace needed for being able to transcend the signature limits of core knowledge systems, and ultimately, to combine and merge conceptual units.
that belong to distinct core systems, an ability that may underpin core combinatorial operations in natural language. Accordingly, the crucial step in the emergence of our language-readiness was not the emergence of the symbolic ability *per se*. After all, great apes, when properly trained, are able to learn and use symbols.17 Having a symbolic culture of the type already attested for in Neanderthals does not presuppose having a language-ready brain. Indeed, most, if not all, biological components of language are shared with other hominin species, including speech organs, leading to the conclusion that extinct hominins, and particularly, Neanderthals, had some sort of vocal communication system.15

At the same time, changes in brain structure and neural wiring resulting in language-readiness do not automatically imply the existence of modern-type languages. Instead, some of the features found in present-day languages arise from cultural evolution. The case of pidgins, mentioned above, which are structurally and functionally simplified languages that can emerge from language contact, but are spoken by neurotypical people, nicely exemplifies this view. Specifically, we argue that the social, cultural, and technological conditions that characterize modern human societies have exerted a pressure for more complex language. Greater social and technological complexity necessitates greater and more context-independent and reliable information transmission, which can be achieved through larger vocabularies and more learnable and informative morphosyntax. Without this pressure, languages are expected to exhibit reduced vocabularies and less semantic transparency, with abundance of idioms and idiosyncratic speech, as well as reduced compositional structure.18

We further argue that human self-domestication, i.e., the adaptation to an ecological niche created by modern humans themselves involving reduced exposure to predation and more consistent food supply that resulted in a relaxation of selection pressures for aggression, was one of the factors that facilitated the emergence of more complex languages via a process of cultural evolution. The arguments for a relationship between (self-)domestication and the emergence of language complexity19 rest on
observations of domesticated birds like the Bengalese finch displaying more complex song patterns, as well as on domesticated mammals like dogs displaying evidence for communicative inference — traits not found in their wild counterparts.\textsuperscript{20-21} Interestingly, in mammals, selection for tameness results in the so-called “domestication syndrome”, which is assumed to arise as a consequence of the relaxation of certain selection pressures. This syndrome entails a range of specific physical, cognitive, and behavioral traits, including a prolonged juvenile period (neoteny), reduced reactive aggression, a longer socialization window, changes in the craniofacial area affecting the ears, face, and dentition, as well as reduced brain capacity.\textsuperscript{22-23} These characteristics distinguish not just domesticated animals from their wild counterparts, but also modern humans from wild primates and extinct hominins such as Neanderthals — hence the hypothesis of modern humans as self-domesticated hominins because, unlike other animals, humans were not domesticated by any external agent. Instead, modern humans have been subject to selection for enhanced socialization in response to environmental changes and increasing population densities\textsuperscript{24}, bringing about features similar to those found in domesticated animals. In both cases, in-group aggression appears to be attenuated, which induces a reduced physiological response of the aggression mechanisms that promotes the constellation of traits characteristic for the domestication syndrome. As noted by Cieri and colleagues,\textsuperscript{25} one of the factors fueling human cultural evolution, and the emergence of what has previously been called “behavioral modernity”, is the increased level of social tolerance and increased pro-sociality that enabled denser social networks and increased social complexity in modern humans\textsuperscript{26-27}, which ultimately resulted from reduced aggression via reduction in average androgen reactivity, a hallmark of domestication. Such “behavioral modernity” likely entailed a complex interplay between alloparenting, teaching, play, and language use, which, in turn, will have impacted and consolidated the underpinning social and biological conditions such as increased group size and extended childhood. Our specific claim here is that as human self-domestication facilitated the emergence of more complex languages, changes in playing behavior played an important role in the construction of this language-friendly cultural niche. Because this development may have opened up the possibility for co-evolution via
multiple feedback mechanisms, complex languages, in turn, are expected to have affected human cognition and its underlying neurobiology. It has been suggested that these processes took place 100-50 kya, well after the split from Neanderthals, which renders comparisons of archaeological evidence between modern humans and Neanderthals particularly informative (Figure 1).

** FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE **

3 Social complexity in the Paleolithic

Our line of argument suggests that the social and technological conditions that favor more complex languages emerged in modern humans only recently, as our self-domestication progressed, and are not necessarily present in Neanderthals. This suggestion is supported by the fact that Middle Paleolithic Neanderthal populations are argued to have been smaller and more widely dispersed than Upper Paleolithic modern human populations, with the latter maintaining significantly larger social networks. Neanderthals had estimated group sizes of up to around 25 individuals, and are commonly argued to have interacted largely on a ‘face-to-face’ basis, likely personally knowing every individual in their social network. Indeed, genetic evidence supports the idea that Neanderthal groups were interacting with familiar individuals within family units, as supported by the practice of patrilocal mating behavior.

Not only were modern human groups significantly larger than those of Neanderthals, but they also appear to have been composed quite differently: the increased life expectancy and proposed shorter birth spacing intervals of modern humans potentially resulted in considerably more infants, young children, and elders forming part of the community. The presence of numerous elders, in turn, may have resulted in the potential adoption of more clearly defined sex-related roles, as well as the potential adoption of grandmaternal alloparenting, which played an important role in inclusive fitness by contributing towards the health of weaned, yet not fully self-sufficient young. In contrast, it has
been suggested that Neanderthals may have spent most of their adult lives as undifferentiated equals.\(^{37}\)

If Neanderthal population densities were so low that macro-bands (the conglomeration of several smaller groups who inhabit a set region and regularly interact) only periodically came into contact with one another through social networks (for example to exchange mates, information, or goods), an extensive symbolic material culture which transmitted a multitude of information would certainly not have been required.\(^{38-39}\) The greater and more diverse social networks of modern humans, on the other hand, may have exerted pressure for more complex artifacts and for language to enable context-independent transmission of technological and social information between less connected individuals and groups — a situation that, among other things, promotes order and structure of material and cognitive elements, and necessitates larger vocabularies and longer, more complex utterances.\(^{39}\) If language is to carry more novel information beyond the ‘Here and Now’, this situation may have exerted a pressure for more complex morpho-syntax to organize the increased semantic complexity and informativeness.

**4 Learning Complex Languages: The Role of Childhood**

Our line of argument also suggests that self-domestication not only facilitated the social and cultural conditions that created pressures for more complex language, but also facilitated developmental changes that allowed modern humans to transmit such complex language to their offspring. One such change is the emergence of an extended juvenile period and the associated expansion of parenting and alloparenting behaviors, favored by the reduction in-group aggression brought about through self-domestication.\(^{40}\) This change is crucial, as far as mastering a more complex language demands more teaching by caregivers and more learning by children. To better understand the role of childhood
in the emergence of language complexity, we want to specifically focus on the differences in childhood between modern humans and Neanderthals.

Just like modern human children, Neanderthal children arrived vulnerable and underwent significant brain growth as they matured. Skeletal remains suggest that both Neanderthal and modern human infants entered the world surrounded by essentially the same risks to themselves and their mothers during birthing, and both lived physically challenging lives. While it was originally thought that Neanderthals faced far higher risks of significant injury or death, recent reassessments of these data found no support for this suggestion, and there is increasing evidence for self-care (medications), as well as the care of the sick and injured for months to years.

However, juvenile mortality seems nonetheless to have been greater in Neanderthal populations than in modern human, with juveniles comprising 43 per cent of northern Eurasian Neanderthal fossils, as opposed to less than 30 per cent for modern humans. Overall, modern human juveniles appear to have experienced less stress during their childhood than did Neanderthal children. While it remains debated whether significant differences in the rate of maturation to adulthood were experienced between Neanderthals and modern humans, it appears that patterns of Neanderthal biological and cognitive growth are subtly different from those of contemporary and later modern humans. It has even been debated whether Neanderthals had a ‘childhood’ at all.

Specifically, analysis of teeth suggests that Neanderthals reached adulthood at around 15 years of age, which is somewhat faster than the age of biological adulthood assigned to modern humans. It appears that the Neanderthal brain also grew faster than that of a modern human child, beginning around 400 cm³ and tripling in volume by age three before reaching an adult volume of around 1500 cm³. Differences also appear in the specific patterns of brain growth and expansion. Neanderthal brain shape developed without the pronounced globularization phase of modern humans described
above, which is thought to be associated not only with subtle differences in perception, but also in connectivity patterns important for language processing.

The small group size and possible lack of elders mentioned above has implications for social aspects of Neanderthal childhood, including peer group development, time for “free play”, and availability of teachers. For example, peer-peer play, which is common amongst the Great Apes, and contributes to normal social development in the young, even where parental play is lacking, may have been less diverse or numerous as that experienced by contemporary modern human children owing to the differences between the communities outlined above.

It should be pointed out that small group sizes do not preclude periodic aggregations of larger groups of Neanderthals. In particular, Hayden suggested that such gatherings could have ranged from 50 people (2–3 local bands) to several hundred people (10–20 local bands). If such aggregations of Neanderthal bands did occur, these larger groups may have constituted cultural (or even linguistically) distinct groups of perhaps up to 200 individuals who preferentially interacted. Based on observations from extant hunter-gatherers, it was found that children are under less strict supervision in such situations, and it might therefore be argued that Neanderthal children may have had some opportunity “to be kids” and indulge in more modern patterns of play during such group gatherings. If this unsupervised play did occur on regular (if rare) occasions, then we should expect a burst of learning amongst Neanderthal children at these times.

Hawcroft and Dennell have argued that if Neanderthals spent less time as juveniles, both relatively and absolutely compared to modern humans, learning the prerequisite technological and social skills for adult life would have required the adoption of directed instructional learning, where subadults acquire existing knowledge from imitating their elders, rather than through exploratory, experience-based learning. The suggested technological stasis, relative to modern humans, in Neanderthal tool
production,60 can be taken as further evidence for the predominance of imitation rather than innovation in social learning. Initially, such imitation is assumed to have been carried out with the aim of retaining functional characteristics of tools and artifacts, rather than their normative value as tribal markers or their social-affiliative potential for creating shared experience. Such functionally oriented imitation was likely based on a behavioral strategy to over-imitate to conserve cognitive resources by automatically copying all actions that could be identified as intentional.61 This way, Neanderthal children would have received knowledge which was a carbon copy of knowledge acquired by their parents, who, in turn, would have copied this knowledge from the previous generation, and so on. Acquiring knowledge in this manner would have disposed children against challenging the given wisdom, owing to the short amount of time available for learning the large amount of cultural information that must be absorbed. Thus, learning by imitation would reign supreme.

Imitation ensures transmission of cultural traits like tools for which all actions involved in production and usage are overtly accessible to the learner’s observation, regardless of the causal status of those actions (i.e., whether they are functionally relevant or not). Unlike teaching, imitation focusses the learner’s emphasis on observable characteristics of a transmitted cultural trait, and, consequently, limits room for the introduction of innovations, be they functionally or socially motivated. If one faithfully copies just the actions required for tool production, without receiving explanations and without a resulting understanding of the functional purpose of the outcome of such actions, then it is difficult to deviate from the target action in ways that enhance the structural and functional characteristics of the end product. Yet with respect to tool and object use, modern human children have a unique propensity for hypothesis testing and exploration.62-64. Similarly, while imitation may be sufficient for transmission of vocal communication systems with limited hierarchical structure (e.g., birdsong), it is insufficient to transmit the functional characteristics of communication systems with more complex structure. Below we will explore to what extent play may enhance the acquisition
and transmission of language as a complex system that comprises non-overt rules and representations.

5 Learning Complex Languages: The Role of Play
The social niche generated through self-domestication may have created conditions for enhanced play, which, in turn, may have served as a further catalyst for the emergence of complex language. Playing behavior has previously been used as a proxy for symbolic abilities in late Pleistocene populations. While the concept of play arguably comprises heterogeneous behaviors for which commonalities are difficult to define, a range of playing behaviors undoubtedly exists in animals, who do not have language, and hence also must have existed in early hominins. However, a reduction of stress-inducing pressures such as predation, increased continuity of food supply, and larger group size associated with self-domestication may have paved the way for more frequent and perhaps qualitatively different play. We suggest that a range of play activities may have had the potential for boosting complex language, along two avenues: First, increased child play during an extended childhood can support language development thereby facilitating language transmission. Secondly, the propensity for play cemented during childhood facilitates playful linguistic innovations introduced by adolescents and adults. Such innovations can be transmitted horizontally via social networks, especially in adolescence, but also vertically from parents to offspring of the next generation, thereby consolidating their place in the emerging structural characteristics of complex language.

Symbolic, pretend, and mental (also called fantasy) play (what Burghardt terms ‘tertiary process play’ that does not require overt behavior) involves nonliteral action and is, according to Lillard, an evolved behavior, as it universally emerges according to a fixed schedule. Like language, pretend and symbolic play relies on the representational capacity to use a signifying entity to stand for another
entity. It has connections to cognitive and social skills that are important for language development, such as symbolic thinking, theory of mind, and counterfactual reasoning.\textsuperscript{73,74}

These shared cognitive mechanisms between play and language that arise from common ontogenetic roots and joint representational demands may contribute to how play can influence language development and drive the emergence of further linguistic complexity.\textsuperscript{75-76} Thus, in infants from modern Western societies, initiation of babbling and single-object play occurs around the same time, towards the end of the first year of life. Moreover, both play and language share a computational/motor dimension: playing behavior entails the planning and execution of motor sequences, while sentence construction involves the arrangement of symbolic units (words) following a set of rules (grammar). Over the course of development, these precursors to play and language grow into complex abilities: the motor control required for single object reach subsequently drives the motor control that underpins more complex playing and verbal behavior,\textsuperscript{77} hence the hypothesis that the sequencing ability involved in tool-making might have constituted a precursor of the ability to produce complex grammar (the ‘technological hypothesis’).\textsuperscript{7,78-79}

In addition to sharing common origins, language and play can also be mutually supportive behaviors.\textsuperscript{80-82} While functional play only correlates with expressive language, symbolic play, in which children make substitutions and transfer between objects and actions, significantly correlates with both expressive and receptive language.\textsuperscript{83} This link between symbolic play and language development has recently been confirmed through meta-analytical evidence.\textsuperscript{82} Symbolic play can support language acquisition indirectly and directly. The indirect support comes from the opportunity for the developing child to gain language exposure and language practice. Play promotes joint attention, and adult play partners provide more and higher-quality language input as coordination of roles and symbolic meaning need to be negotiated.
Another way in which symbolic play can support language development is when language serves as the object of play, allowing children to explore a variety of uses of speech sounds and linguistic structures. These opportunities arise when language stands in as a substitute for activities executed in the context of symbolic play, for example, when a child says ‘wash-wash-wash’ to indicate the symbolic act of washing. Moreover, many social play activities require verbal negotiation of how the play is to be organized and what its content will be, both between adults and children as well as between children themselves. To make elaborate symbolic and other forms of play possible, playmates need to agree their different roles and the rules of engagement thus making language an important means by which the goal of play can be achieved. This negotiation, in turn, is a further avenue by which play becomes a catalyst for using language to convey shared meaning.

The second avenue along which play can boost language comes from playful language use by adolescents and adults. This involves enhancement of language development through playful language use and scaffolding that adult caregivers often employ with children, both in spontaneous and conventionalized ways. Spontaneous playful language use can serve to share emotional states and to control infant arousal states. Furthermore, in some languages, certain aspects of playful language scaffolding became conventionalized in child-directed speech registers. For example, Russian mothers addressing their children often use diminutives and simple forms of nouns interchangeably in close proximity within the same conversational episode without apparent semantic function. Such diminutive ‘word-play’ exposes the morphological structure of Russian nouns by emphasizing the stability of stems in the face of inflectional variation, as if trying to demonstrate where in the word stems end and inflections begin. Using diminutives in this way can aid morphology acquisition not just by highlighting the distinction between referential and grammatical parts of the form but also because diminutives tend to regularize and simplify certain morphological cues, e.g., gender affixes or case markers.
Even more direct support of language development comes from adults’ playful child-directed verbal activities like nursery rhymes and songs which, through their highly structured form, enhance implicit and explicit learning of complex grammatical properties of the language, such as noun class membership, or declension and conjugation paradigms. The melodic contours found in children’s songs increase emotional engagement and capture the learner’s attention while its rhythmic properties enhance short-term recall and draw attention to specific properties of the input such as inflectional or syntactic gender cues. In general, input that is playfully structured may provide near optimal levels of complexity that capture attention without overwhelming the child.

These examples of positive links between various forms of play and language development align well with the idea that the primary function of play is to practice and hone abilities, in this case, language abilities, that are important for survival. Thus, play in its various forms may provide opportunities for enhancing the outcomes of learning mechanisms like exemplar-based statistical learning and analogy generation that allow children to extract semantic and grammatical knowledge from the input. However, acquiring language also involves inferring correct forms of syntactic constructions which are not present in the input. Consequently, part of language acquisition entails entertaining hypotheses about how to generalize beyond the evidence. In the domain of object manipulation and tool use, Gopnik and colleagues have proposed that, because they are unencumbered by prior knowledge, children have greater innovative propensity than adults allowing them to consider a wider range of less plausible hypotheses. Several scholars have emphasized the potential of play for such hypothesis testing. However, children’s innovative potential is more apparent in the acquisition of instrumental skills rather than social conventions. Because language is a social convention, and children are faithful imitators of social conventions, it is doubtful that children are the primary agents of linguistic innovation and language change.
Instead, we argue that a propensity for playful innovation that has been cemented with respect to tools and objects during childhood reaches into adolescence and adulthood, where it may provide one engine for linguistic innovation and change that has allowed language to accommodate the complex social conditions made possible by self-domestication. As argued above, to extend playing behavior into adulthood is one of the hallmarks of domestication. In modern humans, play is not just a pursuit of the young but a lifelong behavior. If longer childhoods have enabled more play over the course of self-domestication, then play itself may have become a learned activity that is carried into adolescence and adulthood. As a result, modern human adolescents and adults are able to engage in playful exploration of novel uses of words and constructions and novel ways to combine them. Such play, then, may have the potential to modify linguistic structure by providing the impetus for innovation that underlies the emergence of complex structure during cultural transmission. Moreover, this potential for innovation can manifest itself through artistic and aesthetic proclivities, which can support linguistic innovations that drive complex languages. Some bioaesthetic proposals view art as an expression of a sense of order, which comprises “production and appreciation of regularity, symmetry, and patterns” or what Fitch termed “dendrophilia”. This propensity for cognition to be guided by tree-like hierarchical structures manifests itself in many domains such as ornaments, crafts, visual art, and music, and may act as a driver not just for cultural evolution in various artistic domains, but also in non-artistic domains like tool production and language.

Typological surveys of world languages as well as accounts of language change suggest that there is evidence for aesthetically motivated aspects of language structure, which has been hypothesized to accommodate two opposite forces that are functional by nature: the ease of production effort (the speaker’s goal) and the maximization of comprehensibility (the hearer’s goal). Speakers tend to minimize and simplify linguistic structures following a principle of economy, whereas hearers prefer to minimize what must be inferred from the context and thus expect speakers to be as prolix as possible in order to optimize parsing. Nonetheless, some structural aspects of languages seem not to
obey these two opposite functional constraints. For example, in the case of so-called “decorative morphology” similar sounding inflectional endings are spread across many parts of the sentence in languages with long-distance agreement, like Russian adjective and noun endings (e.g., v nashikh starykh gorodakh ‘in our old cities’). Notice that this type of agreement can be viewed as a non-functional feature, provided that many languages only mark the syntactic function on the head of phrases or do not mark any component at all, like Chinese. Likewise, Khmer sentences contain considerable amounts of redundant and servant words with no clear referential roles (e.g., papuh teuk pruac pruac ‘water keeps bubbling and bubbling’, literally, ‘bubble water bubble.up bubble.up’). Some authors have suggested these nonfunctional features of languages are aesthetically motivated and might result from a pervasive human proclivity for structure and order like rhymes, alliterations, sound plays, formal symmetry, and the like, which may have found their ultimate expression in recent sound-poetic styles like Zaum or Dadaism.

6 Play in Pleistocene Modern Humans and Neanderthals

Given that domestication increased play behavior in animals, we suggest that play became a more prominent activity in modern humans as features of domestication increased in our species. As noted above, we make this assumption because self-domestication is associated with a reduction in stress hormones due to relaxed selection pressures (e.g., from predation, variation in food supply) connected to the advantages of larger group sizes. Larger group size, in turn, provides more opportunities for play through increased protection and a ready supply of playmates (peer-peer play). As will be seen below, testing this hypothesis is currently difficult as identifying the activities of children in Pleistocene contexts remains in its infancy, though the currently available evidence does lend some support to our suggestions.

As there is evidence for chimpanzee young using sticks as dolls, we can be confident that there is a long ancestry of object (but not necessarily symbolic) play in primates, and consequently, that
Neanderthal playthings should exist in some form (Box 1). To find these objects, one first thinks of turning to those contexts from which Neanderthal children are best known: their skeletal remains. Burials of fetus’, infants, and older children throughout the Neanderthal territories have been found to include items which may be grave goods, though the identification of materials as such remains contentious. However, even if these items are legitimate grave offerings, interpreting any of them as children’s playthings or tools — and consequently, using them to investigate Neanderthal play behavior — is highly problematic as their inclusion in the grave may have more to do with adult thought patterns than those of the child in question.107

**FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE**

Outside of burial contexts, only one artifact has been tentatively identified as a Neanderthal toy — a 4.4 cm long handaxe recovered from Rhenen, Netherlands.108 This identification is based on the small size of the tool. Apart from this single case, the only currently available evidence for the activities of Neanderthal children comes in the form of the transmission of flintknapping knowledge. For example, Bodu identified three levels of flintknapping skill within the Châtelperronian levels of Arcy-sur-Cure (France),109 including not only evidence for skills displayed by experts, but also for skills of advanced learners and one or two artifacts that originate from beginners. These beginners are most likely to be children since flintknapping (and other tool-making traditions) requires the acquisition of advanced cognition and motor skills to achieve good results, and so training should start early in life. Similarly, Stapert identified children’s knapping through high percentages (86 per cent) of cores showing hinges, steps, face battering, and stacked steps at Site K, Maastricht-Belvédère, Netherlands.108 Stacked steps are indicative of pointless and frustrated battering of a spot where flaking cannot be achieved, and is rarely produced by expert knappers, yet these traces appear on 59 per cent of the cores at the site. Several unusual artifacts from another Dutch site, Rhenen are also interpreted as the work of children attempting to replicate advanced tool forms.108 Stapert argues that these artifacts
suggest a transmission pattern by which children were not only taught various techniques but also had the opportunity to mimic adult behavior — supporting the notion that Neanderthal children learned through imitation rather than exploration.

In regards to other forms of material culture, Spikins et al. (p128) has suggested that “symbolic objects [may have played] a distinctive internal role, one perhaps more focused on the involvement of children”44 a suggestion supported not only by child psychology which notes the importance of toys for enhancing learning in play,66 but also by a recent study of recent hunter-gatherer children’s playthings.58 This last study found that items typically classified by archaeologists as ‘symbolic’ in character (figurines, ornaments, musical instruments, miniatures), are heavily linked to children’s activities in modern hunter-gatherer communities.58 In other words, children’s material culture has likely been hiding in plain sight all along and we now need to further investigate these possibilities to elucidate the role of children in their respective prehistoric communities. Along these lines, the notable quantitative and qualitative differences between the symbolic material culture records of Neanderthals and contemporary/near contemporary modern humans come into play, because if figurines (for example) are an important part of child development activities (symbolic play), the lack of such items in Neanderthal contexts suggests that these hominins were not capable of “human-grade fantasy play” (p87) with implications for their cognitive plasticity.69 Furthermore, if Neanderthal children did not engage in such developed fantasy play, then the characteristics of their playthings (for they should still exist in some form) could be pronouncedly different to what we would recognize as ‘toys’ making the job of the archaeologist even more difficult.

Turning to evidence related to modern human children, a search of the archaeological and palaeoanthropological literature found that those who grew up outside of Eurasia/Northern Asia during the Late Pleistocene remain almost entirely invisible. Indeed, even within the intensely studied Palaeolithic European context, concrete evidence surrounding the activities of children during life
(that is, outside of their graves) remains elusive. In more recent times, art has been useful for identifying children’s material culture and activities, though we are not so fortunate for the early periods of which we are speaking here, even amongst the rich corpus of Western European Palaeolithic art.\textsuperscript{110-111}

Indeed, identifying child activity areas in the Pleistocene record is an aspect of childhood archaeology still to be developed, though child-sized footprints in the clay and sand floors of decorated caves\textsuperscript{112} as well as finger flutings made by children in their soft walls\textsuperscript{113} have been identified. In these cases, it is debated whether young children were either brought into such locations for social or cultural occasions\textsuperscript{114} or that they simply played in these areas as part of youthful exploration.\textsuperscript{115} Footprints of children found outside of such protected areas are rare, and while examples do occur, as far as we are aware, any such traces are yet to be examined to determine the activities of the child who made them.

Therefore, and as is the case for Neanderthals shown above, the realm of modern human childhood we known most about is the transmission of craft knowledge. Again, most commonly explored in lithic studies,\textsuperscript{116-117} recent work has also identified apprentice artists.\textsuperscript{68,118-119} The items which might, arguably, be the most informative regarding the playing patterns of children in different communities — playthings — remain elusive, though recent work in this area is opening up possibilities,\textsuperscript{58,66,111} and early indications (specifically, the presence of human and animal figurines within Upper Palaeolithic contexts) support the presence of symbolic or fantasy play amongst Palaeolithic modern human children.

**Conclusions**

In this paper, we have argued that one mechanism which lead to increased language complexity was play and highlighted how this behavior supports language acquisition in children and may boost
linguistic innovation in adolescents and adults. In support, we point to evidence for mainly imitative learning of tool production and tool use in Neanderthals, which may explain conservation of cultural traits over significant time periods, and that learning by imitation may have extended to vocal communication making highly compositional language systems in Neanderthals unlikely. We argued that, like many complex cultural traits, the emergence of complex language comprising extensive reference and compositional structure used by modern humans required extensive learning and innovation, and that childhood play may support this learning process and also lay the foundations for a life-long propensity for play, so that language complexity may have been facilitated by playful scaffolding and aesthetically motivated innovations.

Of course, many of these suggestions are fairly speculative at this point, supported by circumstantial evidence at best. In order to bolster the argument that playing behavior may have had a role in cultural evolution in general, and in the emergence of complex language specifically, several lines of evidence will need to be scrutinized further. First, we need archaeological evidence that can provide quantitative comparisons between Neanderthals and modern humans in terms of character and frequency of playthings, from which we might be able to deduce the relative prominence of play in these two species. Second, we need evidence from cultural evolution experiments in the laboratory, specifically iterated language learning experiments, which incorporate play into the transmission process to see whether it can support learning of complex compositional signaling systems and, thus, further drive the emergence of language complexity. Third, we need clear assumptions about the nature of play to model its crucial functional elements in Bayesian and agent-based simulations of language learning and language transmission to further explore its role in cultural evolution. Finally, we need more diverse and richer comparative evidence, including genetic studies with deep homology analyses, involving animals but also cognitive disorders impacting on socialization and language behavior, to learn more about the effect of cognitive constraints on play and its role in the emergence of complex language.
In conclusion, while play is certainly not the only game in town\textsuperscript{19}, we hope to have highlighted that this behavior, which has deep evolutionary origins, should be scrutinized more carefully for its potential role in cultural transmission and development of language.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: An outline of the genetic, physiological, and behavioral changes that can account for our language-readiness and the evolution of complex languages in our species.

Figure 2: Buried children remain the main form of evidence for investigating Pleistocene childhoods, and while frequently buried with extensive arrays of grave goods, these artifacts may never have been used by the child before their death. (Left) Burial of a 3-4 year old and 1-2 year old children at the Siberian site of Mal’ta (Redrawn after Gerasimov 1935:119, Fig. 36); (Right) Burial of a 2 year old child at Dederiyeh Cave in Syria (Redrawn after Akazawa et al., 1995). (1 & 2) Mammoth ivory diadem; (3) ivory necklace; (4) stone knife; (5) ivory disc; (6) ivory flying bird figurine; (7) ivory unbarbed point; (8 & 9) stone tools; (10) limestone block; (11) flint tool.

Box 1: Artifacts most likely to represent Pleistocene children’s toys.
Recent and modern hunter-gatherer children the world over play with the same types of playthings: miniature weapons, miniature tools, musical instruments, collectibles, and dolls or figurines. Figurines were/are made both by children and by adults for children. The raw materials used to make these toys depended on what was commonly available, and their forms were dictated by species common to their environment. From this information we can be confident that Pleistocene Modern Human children (at least) made or had made for them, human dolls and/or animal figurines to include in their games. Such items are a feature of Upper Palaeolithic Europe (in particular), and it is likely that at least some examples recovered by archaeologists constitute children’s toys.

Shown here are a selection of mammoth ivory, reindeer antler, and clay (no. 13) figurines from the Upper Palaeolithic Siberian site of Mal’ta which are consistent with ethnographic parallels in children’s material culture (After Derevianko: Figs 44, 130, 131, 132, 134). Further analysis is required to ascertain if they may have been used in this fashion, or if they represent adult ritual actions as frequently assumed.